Handsome Clothing

With replenished stock we have the most attractive offerings of the season in men’s clothing—Handsome fabrics, in rich new color tones, and with that expressive tailoring that differentiates our clothes from the average sorts.
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THE UTILITY OF EYMMAN’S Olive Oil

Many people are ignorant of the many uses and purposes for which pure Olive Oil is inacessory. Eymann’s quality of Olive Oil, Eymann’s Oil has its purity and colorless in the place of any other, trusted and guaranteed by the maker. The very soul of the olive—delicious, healthful, invigorating, and absolutely pure, the perfection of the Art.

But olives oil is not only good for cooking purposes. By the latest scientific investigation it has been proven one of the best known for the health of the body. This Oil is especially recommended for this purpose. It is good for every purpose for the mind.

The biggest bargains you ever saw—Waists selling from $3.50 to $6.50—Your choice while they last.

W. H. WILSON

$1.50

We have about 40 or 50 waist left over from last year that are taking up much needed space and in order to get rid of them in a hurry we have cut the prices as above.

These waists consists of Taffeta, China Silk, Mohairs and light weight summerworsted—Colors, Black, Blue, Pink, White, Helo and Cream, mostly in medium sizes from 32 to 38.

THESE ARE BARGAINS so don’t wait until tomorrow and regret that you did not come sooner.

MERCHANT BROS.